
Quality takes time and lasts lifetimes



Bespoke heirloom linens created for generations. 

We maintain the old traditions of made-to-order 
fine linen production — sourcing the highest 
quality textiles woven to last, handcrafted by expert 
artisans in our European ateliers.

Each detail is designed to tell your story. 

We are a bespoke design studio offering 
thoughtfully curated design options inspired by our 
deep understanding that weaving the connection 
of one’s personal story into their designs is what 
creates heirloom treasures imbued with legacy.  

LIV CASAS



Liv Casas core collections of bed linen are made 
in Italy with 100% Egyptian cotton and hand 
cut by fine linen production artisans to ensure a 
refined, high quality finish. Multiple sizes, thread 
counts and an expansive range of styles, colours 
and personalised design details are available. 

BED LINEN

LIV CASAS



BED LINEN
PYJAMA

Pyjama is Liv Casas’ signature bed linen. 
This timeless design features a cotton 
coloured ribbon around the edge of the 
duvet cover, flat sheet and pillows, to add 
subtle details to the bed. 

LIV CASAS



BED LINEN
SHEREZADE 

Sherezade is a modern design with a colour 
contrast border on each piece, adding an 
extra layer of elegance to any bedroom.

LIV CASAS



Luna combines simplicity 
with elegance. Add a single or double 
embroidered cording for a classic 
touch of design and colour.

BED LINEN
LUNA 
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Mireille is our traditional fine bed linen 
collection in all white with hand 
embroidered details, decorated with hand 
cut Swiss lace from St. Gallen for a timeless, 
refined style.

BED LINEN
MIREILLE
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An alternative to our core collections is 
creating something totally unique. Hand 
embroidered designs, personal monograms, 
broderie anglaise or any other desired 
bespoke details are possible to conceive your 
ideal bed linen. 

BED LINEN
BESPOKE
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Liv Casas’ towels and robes are crafted in 
Italy using the finest organic cotton, with our 
characteristic round corners that enrich the 
towels with a natural finish only possible to 
achieve when manufactured by hand. They 
provide maximum softness, a high level of 
absorption, and dry quickly - making them 
the perfect choice for outdoor situations such 
as yacht decks, safari camps, spas, and pools.

BATH AND SPA LINEN
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BATH AND SPA LINEN
BESPOKE

For more personal touches to bath linens we offer an extensive 
range of design options to make them completely unique. Our 
products include: bath, hand and wash towels, robes, slippers, 
bath mats, pool and spa towels, and beach towels.
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GUEST HAND TOWELS

Liv Casas hand embroidered linen towels are made in Portugal 
by traditional artisans specialising in hand embroidery and 
stitching. Choose the style, size, colour base, embroidery 
designs, monograms and any other desired bespoke details.

LIV CASAS



Liv Casas table linen is sourced in France and 
Belgium, ensuring heirloom quality linens to be 
used and cherished like they were generations 
ago. Our linen is easy to care for and suitable for 
gentle machine washing and ironing, making 
them perfect for any occasion.

TABLE LINEN
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TABLE LINEN
EASY LINEN

Easy Linen features hand cut colour 
contrast bases and borders of linen that 
are easy to wash, steam and iron. They 
are also reversible adding a solid colour on 
the reverse side to provide more options 
for styling. We offer napkins, placemats, 
coasters and tablecloths in a variety of 
colours, shapes and sizes. 
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TABLE LINEN
ESCOFFIER

Named after French restaurateur and 
culinary icon, George Auguste Escoffier, 
this simple design adds a sophisticated, 
classic look to any table. Choose from 
napkins, placemats, coasters and tablecloths 
in a variety of colours, shapes and sizes.

TABLE LINEN
Carême

Inspired by the originator of ‘grande cuisine’, French chef 
Marie-Antoine Carême, our Carême collection has a luxury, 
heirloom feel. We offer napkins, placemats, coasters and 
tablecloths in a variety of colours, shapes and sizes.
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TABLE LINEN
VIANDIER

The Viandier Collection features delicate design details handsewn 
by skilled artisans specialising in traditional European hand 
embroidery and stitching techniques. Choose from a selection of 
hand-stitched designs for fine linen napkins, placemats, coasters 
and tablecloths available in a variety of colours, shapes and sizes. 
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TABLE LINEN
BESPOKE

For more personal touches to table linens we 
offer a curated selection of design options and 
are open to new requests. Choose the style, 
colours, size, embroidery details and decorative 
trims for your products, including: dinner 
napkins, cocktail napkins, coasters, tray mats, 
teapot covers, wineglass slippers, tablecloths, 
and aprons.
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ADDITIONAL 
BESPOKE

Our Bespoke Services go beyond Bed, Bath and Table linens to offer 
additional custom pieces to compliment your Liv Casas designs. From 
embroidered linen curtain panels to shower curtains mirroring the 
towel designs - we provide beautifully curated design possibilities for 
your home and projects.

LIV CASAS



For further information regarding our Bespoke Services please contact us at contact@livcasas.com 


